EMT Embroidery Machine Techniques

Tri-fold Wallet

Level: Confident Beginner

Class Description:

Create yours easily with this in-the-hoop embroidery design and all the hard part is done for you. You will have so much fun creating this designer look-alike wallet while knowing all along you made it yourself with your embroidery machine.

Three variations for the outside of the stitchers wallet with different quilting stitches to allow for so much personalization!

These designs require a hoop that is at least 7” x 11 ¾”

Supplies: Bring the following to class or purchase at Quilter’s Corner with your class discount of 10%:

- Embroidery Machine in good working order (please bring manual)
  - Embroidery hoop 7” x 11 ¾” hoop
- 2GB USB stick (Available at Quilters Corner)
- Cutting mat
- Rotary blade
- Applique scissors
- Embroidery Thread
- Point turning tool
- Embroidery Design – Tri-Fold Stichers Wallet (Available at Quilters Corner)

Fabric – ¼ yard each of 2-4 coordinating fabrics
Batting- Fusible fleece, light weight quilt batting such as Warm and Natural, felt, or anything to give a little padding to the outside.
Stabilizer- A heavyweight cutaway stabilizer works great and adds a little firmness to the wallet
Steam-a- Seam Lite, Heat n Bond Lite, Wonder Under or similar product
Zipper 1- plastic or nylon 9” zipper (NOT metal) to coordinate.
Medium weight vinyl – small piece 1 ¾” x 3”(Provided by teacher)
Size 14 Snapsetter – 1 set of snaps (teacher has tool)

Payment for classes and events is required at time of registration. With paid registration, you will receive 10% off all class supplies purchased through the end of the class. No refunds are given for cancellation within 7 days of class. Refunds are given for cancellations made 8 or more days prior to class date.
Preparation for Class: *(Prior to class)*

- Load design on machine
- Review design instructions for cutting out fabric *(have fabric cut before class)*
- Plan to arrive 15 minutes early for set-up.
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